
Help good clients 
avoid bad investing 
habits





Speakers



Agenda



“Ships don’t sink because of the water 

around them. Ships sink because of the 

water that gets in them.”

Unknown



Give Clients Clarity
Market Volatility: Put it into Perspective.



Does it feel like there’s a lot 
more action in the stock 
market this year compared 
with 2017? 

(It should.)



Volatility abounds in 2018 – YTD Dow Jones Industrial 
Average Index (DJIA)



2018 has already seen nearly five times as many sharp 
gyrations – in both directions – as was seen in 2017.



Some observers think that the S&P has been moving in a manner 
atypical to Bull markets.
There have already been 39 trading days where the S&P 500 has seen moves of 1% or more, 
compared to the average of 52 days, since 1962.



The proverbial calm before the storm? 
If the current pace of 1% swings persist through year-end, it could put the large company stock index 
on track for its most volatile year since the financial crisis.



Sometimes, investors behave badly.



Volatility can trigger an investor’s fight or flight instinct.
Emotions may lead clients astray



The average asset allocation investor barely kept pace with 
inflation.
Volatility can drive poor decision making.



Cash on the sidelines is near historic levels. 
High assets in money market accounts evidence classic elements of behavioral finance biases:
Loss aversion, Endowment effect, and Hindsight. 



Short-term volatility does not have to be feared.
Help clients to remain calm and realize that exiting the market may negatively impact their
long-term financial strategy



In 24 out of the last 31 years, the market realized positive 
year-end returns, even with intra-year declines.



Give Clients Confidence
Invest without Looking Back.



Balancing greed and fear 
in investing emotions



Clients’ “bad behavior” contributes to lost returns. 



Many investors lack the confidence they need in order 
to invest appropriately.



And, survey results show that investors want protection! 

88% 96%

92% 74%



Calm client fears and showcase your value



Market conditions may cause clients to flee equities for the perceived 
stability of bonds. Is that a wise strategy for a long-term retirement 
portfolio?



Business Building Strategies that are most important to Advisors



Help your clients “de-risk”
Consider how a $100,000 investment would have fared on two types of allocations: 70/30 
equity/bond vs. 40/60 equity/bond



The story of Panic Patty and Unfazed Ulysses



The story of Panic Patty and Unfazed Ulysses



The story of Panic Patty and Unfazed Ulysses



VA with AB riders may provide the no-loss guarantee that investors prefer.



Our AB rider clients are “staying the course,” 20% more 
invested



VA with AB rider summary
For clients who need a long-term retirement product, a VA with AB rider:



Important Information



Thank you.

New York Life Sales Desk: 
1-888-474-7725




